Bathroom Planning – A New Build
Achieve a perfect combination of your needs and wants

New bathrooms – a step by step guide to achieving more individuality, design and comfort
There is an increasing demand for bathrooms to offer a better quality of life, a new kind of feel-good culture and to
satisfy a yearning for peace and tranquillity. The Hansgrohe and Axor brands offer practical planning tools and
guidance for creating new bathrooms, and can help you achieve the bathroom of your dreams by putting you in touch
with competent experts in the sanitation field. Let us help you plan the redesign of your dream bathroom, step by step.
More tips can be found on the Hansgrohe website.

Step 1: Establish a budget
Building a new bathroom is a valuable investment for the future, and can easily be likened to purchasing a kitchen, in
accordance with your preferences and individual requirements. In order to ensure that you do not lose sight of the
costs over the entire duration of the project, it is important to establish a financial framework in advance.

Step 2: Establish the basic bathroom design
Design and maximum functionality go hand in hand when it comes to Axor and Hansgrohe. We collaborate with the
world's leading designers to create high-quality sanitary products which will enhance your bathroom in terms of both
beauty and comfort, on a daily basis.
Take advantage of the wide range of options available to add the ultimate personal touches to your new bathroom.
Key decisions that need to be made on your journey to achieving your personal feel-good bathroom:







General style?
Floor-level shower?
Separation of functional and feel-good areas?
Trendy floor tiles or wooden floorboards?
Muted or bright colours?
Ornamental designs, patterns or structures on the
walls?

Step 3: Decide on style and products at an early stage:
Make your search for suitable elements and combinations easier. Both Hansgrohe and Axor divide all products into
Avantgarde, Modern and Classic styles. Moreover, the Axor brand in particular offers integrated solutions and
inspirations for a wide variety of individual lifestyles. Purist, minimalist, natural or even organic.

Still unsure as to which products go well together?
The design experts from Axor and Hansgrohe can support you in your decision-making and offer you extensive
recommendations with the “ComfortZone test”. In addition to harmonious design, this test also examines the
spattering characteristics and functions of mixers when combined with wash basins from leading manufacturers.
Check it out and also try out our online tool which will assist you with this: the “ComfortZone Configurator”

Step 4: Gather technical information
Find out all about technical innovations in advance and create a solid foundation for planning your new build. An indepth discussion with your sanitary specialist can also provide some useful information.
Find out more about dealers.

Maintain flexibility: Even if you opt for a concealed installation solution, for example, for your new
bathroom, Hansgrohe still offers you plenty of flexibility: the unique “iBox universal” makes this
possible. This is compatible with all concealed mixer and thermostat solutions from Hansgrohe and
can be seamlessly combined with other pre-fab sets. You can also obtain information about this
directly from your dealer.
Functionality: Hansgrohe has always been synonymous with durable, high-quality products which are characterised
by impressive practical functions. Essential to this are its multi-patented, innovative technologies.
Find out what advantages the innovations from Hansgrohe can offer you here.

Step 5: Look to the future:
Opting for products from Hansgrohe or Axor will guarantee you durable products which have been manufactured in an
environmentally responsible manner. The advantages to you are obvious:




Reduced costs thanks to water and energy-saving products with a long service life
10 years of guaranteed availability
Timeless designer products which will still look good in the future

Use Hansgrohe's water and energy savings calculator to calculate your own personal savings potential.

Disclaimer: Hansgrohe has carefully checked all the information and recommendations. Nevertheless, we cannot accept any liability for specific
bathroom planning on an individual basis. Please make an appointment with your local specialist partner to discuss individual details.

